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Abstract. The paper considers proposals on the implementation of cryptographic primitives comparative analysis 

and substantiation, development and experimental confirmation of methodical bases application possibilities of sys-

tem unconditional and conditional criteria selection and application, and methods and technique of comparative 

analysis and making the decision on asymmetric post quantum cryptographic primitives type directional encryption, 

and keys encapsulation and electronic signatures mechanisms. Some criteria and indicators that can be used for 

comparative analysis of properties of the candidates for the post quantum cryptographic primitives are presented. 

Comparative analysis of the existing mechanisms of perspective electronic signatures in accordance with ISO/IEC 

14888-3:2016 standard and some cryptographic primitives that are considered possible to use in the post quantum 

period is carried out. The results of the cryptographic primitives conducted estimation are presented. Conclusions 

and recommendations on the use of certain cryptographic primitives estimation methods are made.  

 

Keywords:  electronic signature mechanisms analysis, weight indices, electronic signature, electronic signature esti-

mation criterion, electronic signature comparison analysis methods.  

 

1  Introduction 
 

In 2016 there were the series of important events, that have significantly affected to the intensive 

development of  post quantum cryptography.  To them should be referred  the  statement  on  the 

Internet – Alfred J. Menezes and Neal Koblitz articles [7], organization and conduction by NSA and 

NIST USA VII international conference on post quantum cryptography, which took place in Febru-

ary 2016 in Japan [12,14]. An extremely important event was the publication in the USA report 

«Report on Post – Quantum Cryptography. NISTIR 8105 (DRAFT)» [9], in which fully confirmed 

the possibility of electronic signatures (ES) asymmetric cryptographic systems successful quantum 

and the main cryptanalysis, problems and opportunities, and stages of their decision are identified. 

NIST USA announced a competition to develop the standards of post quantum asymmetric cryp-

tographic primitives [12], understanding the need to find new electronic signature asymmetric cryp-

tographic primitives and asymmetric end-to-end encryption, which will be relevant and can be ap-

plied in post quantum period. The specified one due to two factors. First, there is significant pro-

gress in the development of quantum computers, including experimental demonstration of physical 

qubits realization are carried out, which can be scaled up to larger systems.  

Second, likely transition to post quantum cryptography will not be easy, because it is unlikely to 

be a simple replacement of the current asymmetric cryptographic primitives standards. Significant 

efforts will be needed to develop, standardize and implement a new post quantum cryptosystems. 

Therefore, should be a significant transition stage, when as current and post quantum cryptographic 

primitives are used.  

Proposals must be received by NIST to November 30, 2017. Filed proposals received before 

September 30, 2017 will be considered in terms of fulfillment of requirements completeness, and 

then pass through the stages of open civil research and standardization according to the announced 

requirements [12,14]. They shall apply to: directional encryption (E2EE) asymmetric mechanisms, 

keys encapsulation (KE) and electronic signature (ES). But a preliminary analysis of a creation 
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condition of a quantum computer and its capabilities in the future also confirms the previous list and 

essence of requirements announced by NIST.  

The specified one, in our view, requires special attention to the selection estimation and compar-

ing crypto primitives criteria and indicators, that would allow to take into account all the announced 

requirements and, if necessary, extend or narrow them.  

The European Union has also started the preparation of a new post quantum standards. A new di-

rection "Quantum-Safe Cryptography" are formed by European Organization for Standardization 

ETSI in the cluster "Security" [3,10,15]. According to the results of these studies are predicted the 

groups standards for post quantum period adoption. ETSI has published a group report "Quantum-

Safe Cryptography. Quantum-Secure infrastructure" [3], in which fixed bases of perspective infra-

structure, provided mechanisms, described primitives types, that will be used. Separately require-

ments are nominated and estimation criteria are formed for future candidates.  

ES and E2EE, and their application mechanisms are allocated among the set of asymmetric cryp-

tographic primitives.  The specified one is explained by their wide application in a significant num-

ber of applications and potential large losses in case of discrediting  ES and  E2EE, that are used at 

present  [4-6, 8].  

Our experience obtained during the conducting research on projects AES and  NESSIE [1,11], 

and in national standards for hash function  DSTU 7564:2014 developing and adopting, and block 

symmetric encryption algorithm  DSTU 7624:2014 [4,8] etc., allows to conclude, that the extremely 

important problem is substantiation of the estimation criteria system choice and comparison of each 

cryptographic primitives with other, and development and application the scientifically based tech-

niques of them analysis and comparison in accordance with the nominated requirements. These 

methods and developed on their basis technique or techniques should take into account all require-

ments, that are nominated for asymmetric cryptographic primitives and allow to help make the deci-

sion about winners based on use the unconditional and conditional criteria system, as partial and 

integral.  

The objective of these proposals are the substantiation, development and experimental confirma-

tion of methodical bases application possibilities of system unconditional and conditional criteria 

selection and application, and methods and technique of comparative analysis and making the deci-

sion on asymmetric post quantum cryptographic primitives type directional encryption, and keys 

encapsulation and electronic signatures mechanisms.   

 

2 The state of cryptographic primitives comparative analysis techniques development 

and application 
 

After analysis, it was determined that the first time techniques of estimation and comparative 

analysis of cryptographic primitives type block symmetric cipher (BSC), streaming symmetric ci-

pher (SSC), electronic signature (ES) and cryptographic protocol were proposed in [22,25], and de-

tailed in [24]. They are based on the use of unconditional and conditional partial and integral crite-

ria system, and indicators, that allow to assess the degree of nominated to the candidate require-

ments fulfillment. In our opinion the main task of these techniques are the formalization of deci-

sion-making processes regarding fulfillment of nominated to them requirements, taking into account 

the strengths and weaknesses of cryptographic primitives, that are candidates for the post quantum 

standard, reduce the influence of subjective factors in decision-making,. For example, following 

techniques can be applied to estimate and compare the ES, E2EE and KE mechanisms, which are 

the candidates for the post quantum standard in our case.  

At the formal level such estimation and comparison techniques ES, E2EE and KE mechanisms 

can be summarized. But, since to these crypto primitives are nominated different requirements, then 

for each of the primitives they may be supplemented or simplified and display the entire spectrum 

of nominated requirements. Also, these techniques can ensure transparency of decision-making, ex-

perts independent, and help substantiate making appropriate decisions and confidence in them. Fur-

ther in research technique we’ll mean a fixed set of methods, methods of practice, tested and studied 

for the expedient implementation of specified work, that leads to a predetermined outcome [24].  
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In research in the broad sense we’ll mean the search of new knowledge or a systematic investiga-

tion in order to establish the facts. In a narrow sense this is the scientific method (process) of study 

anything. 

 

3 Criteria and indexes of cryptographic primitives ES and E2EE estimation 
 

In criterion we’ll mean the sign based on which estimate, determination or classification of any-

thing are carried out [24], that is, in fact, we’ll mean a measure of estimate. Our previous research-

ers have allowed to conclude, that cryptographic primitives comparison can be done using two cri-

teria sets: unconditional and conditional [24]. This approach allows to make an estimate and com-

pare the crypto transformations, that are candidates, in 2 stages. This approach is based, in particu-

lar, and on taking into consideration or use expert estimates.  

At the first stage, at first checked the crypto transform conformity for the partial unconditional 

criteria system, and then unconditional integral criterion is calculated for each crypto primitive 

based on partial criteria. At the second stage appropriate estimates are obtained using at first partial 

conditional criteria system, and then integral conditional criterion is calculated on their base.  

This two-step approach allows to reject crypto transformations, that do not meet the uncondi-

tional requirements, i.e. requirements, that must be fulfilled unconditionally. Moreover integral un-

conditional criterion allows to accept the decision regarding each of crypto primitives.  

The partial conditional criteria using, and then integral conditional criterion using on their base, 

allow to estimate the crypto primitive quality in a broad sense, as the quality in average, and then 

compare crypto primitives, that are candidates for the post quantum algorithm, using the value of 

the integral criterion for each of crypto primitives. Estimation indexes of ES and E2EE asymmetric 

crypto transformations by unconditional criteria, that are recommended for use, is given further.  

 

3.1 Unconditional estimation criteria of cryptographic transformations 
 

To unconditional criteria will refer those criteria, which fulfillment is mandatory for crypto-

graphic primitive, that is unconditional. Moreover, in our view, for asymmetric crypto transfor-

mations type ES and E2EE you can select the same unconditional criteria system. But this does not 

preclude the consideration possibilities of requirements features and according to the choice in the 

analysis and estimation of cryptographic primitives additional partial unconditional criteria. Let’s 

consider and choose at first the partial unconditional criteria system, based on the NIST require-

ments [12,14].  

Requirements analysis, that are nominated by NIST for asymmetric cryptographic transformation 

type ES and E2EE partial unconditional criteria, our experience in the development and estimation 

of crypto transformations type ES, BSC, SSC etc. properties [24], achieved results in the practical 

solution of cryptanalysis problems, including based on quantum cryptanalysis algorithms imple-

mentations [24], allow to choose unconditional estimation criteria ES and E2EE at least, listed in 

Table 1.  

As the listed partial criteria are unconditional, then the selection criterion is a logical variable 

yes/no (1/0), so the unconditional criterion can be written as:  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ( ) (1,0)W W W W W W W W  .    (1) 

In view of described above partial unconditional criteria W1–W8 and condition (1), the crypto 

transformation compliance function to requirements, that are set out above, written as integral un-

conditional criterion:  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8() ( )fi W W W W W W W W W       
,    (2) 

where the symbol «» indicates the Boolean variables conjunction operation according to (1). It 

should be noted that in (2) W3 is taken in parenthesis, that should be used either W2 or W3.  
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Table 1 – Unconditional estimation criteria of ES and E2EE  

№ Unconditional criteria Denotation 

1 

Reliability, simplicity and transparency of mathematical base 

(mathematical transformations) used in the implementation of post 

quantum cryptographic transformations ES and E2EE. 
W1 

2 

Practical security of E2EE type cryptographic transformations in the 

mechanism "semantically secure encryption" implementation 

against known attacks using a quantum computer and cryptanalyst 

access to the 264 selected ciphertexts for security model IND–

CCF2. 

W2 

3 

Practical security of ES type cryptographic transformations against 

known attacks using a quantum computer and cryptanalyst access to 

the 264 selected ciphertexts for security model EUF–CMA. 

W3 

4 

The validity of real security (stability) ES or E2EE cryptographic 

transformations against all known and potential cryptanalytic at-

tacks of post quantum period based on the use of common parame-

ters and keys with the necessary size and properties (128-bit keys 

and more classical stability (safety)). 

W4 

5 

Theoretical security of ES or E2EE type cryptographic transfor-

mations in post quantum period against existing force, analytical 

and special attacks for existing threats models (at least for the model 

EUF-CMA for ES and IND-CCF2 for E2EE). 

W5 

6 

The possibility of replacing existing standardized cryptographic 

primitives to the post quantum ones and application in the existing 

cryptographic systems and protocols in certain conditions and re-

strictions. 

W6 

7 

Computational efficiency – complexity of direct 
dirI  and reverse 

revI  cryptographic transformations ES and E2EE, and generating 

asymmetric key pairs 
keyI  is not above polynomial, providing the 

necessary complexity (performance) values 
dirI , 

revI , 
keyI  in prac-

tical use in applications with their hardware and software, and pro-

gram implementation. 

W7 

8 

The performance of limitations for minimum and maximum lengths 

of private and public key, sizes and unprofitability of ciphertext and 

ES, the absence of weak private keys for post quantum period secu-

rity models. 

W8 

 

That is, the post quantum cryptographic transformation ES and E2EE quality can be estimated 

using the integral unconditional criterion – compliance function as integral unconditional criterion 

() 1if  ,                                                                      (3) 

if cryptographic transformation ES and E2EE corresponds to demanded requirements and  

() 0if  ,                                                                      (4) 
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if cryptographic transformation ES and E2EE does not correspond to demanded requirements.  

Thus, according to (1–4) can formalize the decision according to the candidate conformity for 

post quantum type ES and E2EE cryptographic transformation to nominated for it demands. Thus, if 

the condition (3) is carried out, the crypto primitive is corresponding to the unconditional require-

ments, otherwise, that is when we get (4), then the corresponding crypto primitive does not meet the 

requirements and it is rejected from the further consideration.  

 

3.2 Conditional estimation criteria of cryptographic transformations ES and E2EE 
 

Qualitative and quantitative comparison of type EP and E2EE cryptographic transformations can 

be carried out using preferences partial conditional and generalized conditional criterion [22, 24, 

25].  Table 2 provides a list and designations of estimating partial conditional criteria of type ES 

and E2EE cryptographic transformations, whose requirements are nominated by NIST  [12,14]. 

 

Table 2 – Conditional estimation criteria of ES and E2EE 

№ Conditional criteria Denotation 

1 

Additional security features:  

- perfect forward secrecy;  

- resistance to side-channel attack;  

- resistance to multi-key attacks;  

- resistance to failures.  

K1 

2 

Stability requirements  

1) classic security 128-bit / 64-bit quantum protection (stability re-

serve AES-128); 

2) classic security 128-bit / 80-bit quantum protection (stability re-

serve SHA-256/ SHA3-256); 

3) classic security 192-bit / 96-bit quantum protection (stability re-

serve AES-192); 

4) classic security 192-bit / 128-bit quantum protection (stability re-

serve SHA-384/ SHA3-384); 

5) classic security 256-bit / 128-bit quantum protection (stability re-

serve SHA2-512, SHA3-512); 

K2 

3 

Additional requirements to stability 

6) classic security 512-bit / 256-bit quantum protection (stability re-

serve SHA-512/ SHA3-512, DSTU 7564: 2014 – 512 bit); 

7) classic security 512-bit / from 128-bit to 256-bit quantum protec-

tion (stability reserve DSTU 7624:2014 (Kalyna – 512)); 

8) classic security 512-bit / quantum protection (stability reserve 

DSTU 7624:2014 (Kalyna – 512)).  

K3 

4 
Encryption errors.  

The low percentage of encryption errors.  K4 

5 The possibility of multiple E2EE or ES.  K5 

6 

Flexibility:  

1) additional scheme options (optimization, implicit keys exchange 

etc.);  

2) cross-platform;  

3) the possibility of parallelization.    

K6 

7 
Correctness verification. 

Checking the correctness of basic and optimized implementations. 
K7 
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Continuation of Table 2 

№ Conditional criteria Denotation 

8 

Effectiveness verification: 

Calculation of time needed for key generation, encryption, decryp-

tion, digital signature, signature verification or keys establishing 

(testing is carried out on optimized versions). 

K8 

9 

Test conditions  

The main platforms:  

1) NIST PQC Reference Platform;  

2)  Intel x64;  

3)  Windows or Linux, the GCC compiler;  

4)  Additional testing of other conditions (8-bit processors, digi-

tal signal processors, dedicated CMOS etc.)  

K9 

10 
Possibility and conditions of free distribution post quantum crypto 

transformations ES or E2EE.  
K10 

11 
Confidence level to the post quantum crypto transformations ES or 

E2EE at different levels of use.  
K11 

12 
Perspective and justification the use of post quantum crypto trans-

formations ES or E2EE.  
K12 

 

As basic components of the generalized preferences criterion proposed to use such partial condi-

tional criteria as shown in Table 2.  

 

4 The partial unconditional criteria and integral unconditional criterion calculation 
 

At the first stage the estimation and verification of post quantum crypto primitives ES and E2EE 

mechanisms is carried out by partial unconditional criteria and integral unconditional criterion. Par-

tial unconditional criteria are defined by the data, given in Table 1. Estimates are made using the 

criteria given in Table 1, using the expert estimates methods. Unconditional criteria values are re-

ceived as a result of expert estimates 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8( , ( ), , , , , )W W W W W W W W ,     (5) 

that take the binary values 1 or 0 (yes/no). Integral unconditional criterion is determined based on 

these values according to (2) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8( , ( ), , , , , )f W W W W W W W W      (6) 

In the integral unconditional criterion () 1f   post quantum cryptographic primitive passes the 

test and verification, otherwise, in the integral unconditional criterion () 0f  , it is rejected and is 

not considered further.  

Introduced so integral criterion allows to establish, whether the considered type ES or E2EE 

crypto transformation is responded to nominated unconditional requirements. In case of positive 

estimation ES or E2EE by integral unconditional criterion, their subsequent comparison and estima-

tion can be made on the basis of partial conditional criteria and as a result, integral conditional crite-

ria [20]. It should be noted that in (5) and (6) W3 is taken in parenthesis, that should be used either 

W2 or W3.  
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5  Expert estimation methods 
 

In expert estimates understand the search method and the result of applying the method, that ob-

tained based on the use of personal expert opinion or collective expert group opinion, and a set of 

logical and mathematical procedures aimed at obtaining information from specialists, its analysis 

and generalization in order to prepare and making rational decisions [19, 20].  

 

5.1 The expert estimations method application 
 

Application of the expert estimates method generally associated with the implementation of the 

experts selection procedures, the experts selection and establishment the expert opinion consistency 

degree.  

Expert estimation methods used in situations, when the choice, substantiation and estimation of 

decisions cannot be made based on accurate calculations [19].  

The expert estimates results statistical processing similar to measurement results statistical pro-

cessing. On the expertise reliability significantly influenced such factors as the expert group size, 

the experts competence level, the questions composition, offered to experts, etc. [19]. 

Individual expert estimates also bear the stamp of chance; mood, health, environment, and 

knowledge and expert experience. 

 

5.2 The experts selection procedure 
 

Expert – a competent person to produce the estimate, that has special experience in a particular 

area and participating in the research as sources of information [19].  

Among the a priori estimation methods of experts quality are the widespread self-concept meth-

ods as the most simple in mathematical terms. In this methods group, each expert evaluates himself 

on any scale – point or verbal-numerical. One of the main problematic tasks by this estimation is the 

problematic task of same understanding the scales grading by experts. 

A variety of self-assessment is a differential method, which usually the estimate is given by the 

two criteria groups, that characterize expert acquaintance with expertise objects and by criteria, and 

expert introduce with the main information sources in this area. 

It is possible to determine the level of expert competence in mutual estimation. In a simpler case, 

each expert from the given experts group indicates the list of experts, whom he considers as compe-

tent in this area. Coefficient expert competence is defined as the ratio of the lists number, in which 

is given expert, to the total lists number. This method allows to receive the increased experts esti-

mates.  

Another approach consists in the mutual estimating by experts of each other: 
ijq

 
– estimate in 

points of the i-th expert. The combination of these estimates forms the definitely orderly matrix. 

The consistent application of the same procedure to this matrix and interim values vector of compe-

tence estimates, obtained in the previous step, gives the finite values vector of experts competency 

estimates in the result [19]. Another approach based on the fact, that the expert competence must be 

estimated by how its assessment coordinated with estimates of most. 

An effective means of experts estimating is the test method. It is important the following testing 

moments [19]:  

1 - test should be designed for specific expertise objects;  

2 - it is necessary the scale, that allows to determine the expert estimates accuracy degree;  

3 - the probability of random guessing the true estimate by expert in text experiment should be 

sufficiently small.  

In the case of test method can achieve the simplification, if it is enough data about results of spe-

cialist participation in similar expertise. In this case, about the expert competence can be judged on 

relative to the number of "accurate" estimates are made by him, to the total number of estimates are 

rendered by him.  
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Thus, there are several possible experts choice variants. Variant choice depends on how accurate 

should be estimate and on the complexity of the estimation procedure.  

 

5.3 The experts selection 
 

Depending on the problem task scale, that is solved, the expertise organization is carried out by a 

person, who makes the decision or management group is designed by him. The selection of quanti-

tative and qualitative experts composition is carried out based on the analysis of problem task 

breadth, required estimates reliability, experts characteristics and resource costs [19].  

The latitude of solved problematic task determines the need for involvement in expertise special-

ists from different fields. However, the minimum number of experts is determined by quantity of 

various  aspects  and  directions,  that  need  to  be  taken  into  account  when deciding  the  prob-

lematic task.  

The reliability of experts group estimates depends on the knowledge of individual experts and 

the number of experts in the group.  

The spending resources on the expertise is proportional to the number of experts. Usually to the 

estimation are attached 5–12 experts [19]. Characteristics of the experts group are determined by 

the individual experts characteristics: competence, creativity, relevance to the expertise, conformity, 

thinking constructive, collectivism, self-criticism [19].  

Competence – the degree of expert qualification in a particular field of knowledge.  

Conformity – propensity to authorities influence.  

Relevance to the expertise – negative or passive specialist attitude to solve the problematic task, 

high employment and other factors significantly effect to the experts functions performance.  

Thinking constructive – pragmatic aspect of thinking.  

Collectivism – should be taken into consideration during the open discussions.  

Self-criticism –it is manifested in the self-concept degree of own competence and taking into ac-

count other experts opinions and decision making of this problematic task.  

 

5.4 The expert opinions coherence degree establishing 
 

In case of participation in the survey several experts, discrepancies in their estimates are inevita-

ble, but the value of this difference is important. Group estimate can be considered sufficiently reli-

able only on condition of good coordination the individual professionals responses. 

For analysis of estimates scatter and coherence used statistical characteristics – the measures of 

scatter or statistical variation [19,21]. 

 

5.5 The algorithms ES and E2EE estimation by conditional criteria 
 

In case of a positive estimate of cryptographic transformation ES or E2EE by integral uncondi-

tional criterion, further comparison and estimation can be made based on determination the condi-

tional criteria (Table 2) and their comparison by integral conditional criterion.  

The main method of calculating the integral conditional criterion value is the partial conditional 

criteria clotting in integral conditional criterion. As the main methods of partial conditional criteria 

clotting can choose the analytic hierarchy process based on pairwise comparisons or method of de-

termining the weight indices [20].  

 

6  The analytic hierarchy process based on pairwise comparisons and features  

of its application for estimation ES and E2EE 
 

For application the analytic hierarchy process must choose conditional criteria and indicators 

system for getting the values according to conditional criteria. With this set of indicators, means the 

use of conditional criteria can calculate the integral conditional criteria value and, as a result, make 

the ES or E2EE comparison by conditional integral criterion.  
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The method pairwise comparison essence consists in the following [2,20]. The set of pairwise 

comparisons matrices is constructed. Pairwise comparisons are carried out in terms of the domi-

nance one element over another. Obtained opinions are expressed in integers, taking into account 

the scale, for example, the used nine. 

 

6.1 The essence and conditions of use the pairwise comparisons method in cryptography 
 

In pairwise comparison the expert compares researched objects of their importance in pairs, sets 

the most important object in each pair. All possible objects pairs expert represents in a record of 

each combination  (object 1–object 2, object 2–object 3, etc.) or in the matrix form [18,20]. 

The method of pairwise comparisons is very simple and it allows to explore a large number of 

objects (compared, for example, by ranking method) and with greater accuracy [20]. 

Let  Е1,E2,...,Еп – plenty of n elements  (alternatives) and v1,v2,…,vn – according to their weight 

or intensity. Let’s compare pairwise weight or intensity of each element with weight or intensity of 

any other element of the set relative to the total for them property or goal  (relative to the element–

"father").  

When constructing a pairwise comparisons matrix for all criteria is necessary to determine the 

coherence ratio [20] for each criteria as follows.  

The estimate of the eigenvector component calculated by the formula: 

1

1( )n
i yi yi ynq W W W    .     (7) 

Normalized estimate of priority vector calculated by the formula: 

i ir q z  ,      (8) 

where z – matrix coherence ratio, calculated by the formula: 

1

n

i
i

z q


  .      (9) 

Matrix coherence ratio value is in the range max
1

[0, ]
n

i
i

q


 , where maxiq  – the maximum possible 

eigenvector component estimate value for selected case. 

Let’s further consider the results of cryptographic primitives estimation by this estimation meth-

od on the ES ISO/IEC 14888-3:2016  algorithms example. 

 
7 Method and suggestions of the estimation and ES comparative analysis based 

on the weight indices 
 

7.1 General formulation of the comparative analysis problem 
 

The other class of clotting partial conditional criteria in the integral conditional criterion methods 

are formalized methods based on defined weight indices. Preliminary analysis is shown that most of 

them can be applied essentially to clotting the private conditional indicators [13,16,20,21].  Let’s 

consider them on an example ES algorithms ISO/IEC 14888-3:2016 similarly as in section 6 (it is 

clear for what reasons cannot be considered post quantum crypto primitives ES and E2EE, because 

they do not exist in the approved form). 

Let need to estimate the ES set according to the specified standard [4,5], which consists of: 

1) k ES algorithms, which is necessary to estimate; 

2) m indicators, by which each of ES alternatives are estimated; 

3) n experts, which conducts ES estimation. 

As partial indicators can be used indicators similar to partial conditional criteria specified above. 

We can distinguish the following methods of weight indices:  
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- weight indices and ES estimation using the Fishburn scale; 

- weight indices and ES estimation based on the ranking method; 

- weight indices and ES estimation based on the points attribution method; 

- weight indices and ES estimation based on the numerical method. 

Let’s consider and compare the mentioned methods by an integral conditional criteria ultimately. 

 

7.2 The method of determining weight indices and ES estimation using  

the Fishburn scale 
 

In the method of weight indices and ES estimation using the Fishburn scale the following steps 

are carried out.  

1. Every indicator ix , 1,...,i m  is assigned an estimation of its importance. Then the system of 

weights is constructed so that  [20,21]  

1

1,

0, 1,....,

m

i
i

i

a

a i m



 

  

,      (10) 

where ia  – i -th indicator weights, i  – indicator number, m – indicators quantity. 

2. Indicators are ranked by the importance decreasing of each, so that: 

1 2 3 ... ...i mx x x x x .      

3. Weight indices using the Fishburn scale are determined: 

2 ( 1)

( 1)
i

m i
a

m m

  


 
.      (11) 

4. The weight indices value and their average value are entered in Table 3, where ia  – weight 

indices arithmetic average for the i -th indicator, and i iw a  – weight indices values. 

 

Table 3 – The weight indices value and their average value 

                        Indicators 

   Experts 1x  2x  … mx  

1 11a  12a  … 
1ma  

2 21a  22a  … 
2ma  

… … … … … 

n 1na  2na  … 
nma  

iw  1w  2w  …. 
mw  

 
 

7.3 The method of determining weight indices and ES estimation based  

on the ranking method 
 

In the method of weight indices and ES estimation based on the ranking method the following 

steps are carried out. 

1. The most important indicator corresponds to rank (estimate) m, the following – (m-1) and etc., 

the rank equals to 1, is the least important indicator. Then, the weight indices are determined by the 

formula [16,20]:  

1

j

j m

j
j

r
w

r






, 1,...,j m ,     (12) 
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mx  – m-th indicator,  jr  – j -th rank (estimate),  n – experts quantity,  m – indicators quantity. 

2. Results of the experts survey are written in Table 4. In the penultimate string of this table 

ranks sum (estimates) is written, that have been exposed by experts, and in the last string of table 

indicators weight indices values are recorded. According to the estimation rules in accordance with 

specified method, we build the table for indicators and tables for all ES algorithms.  
 

Table 4 – The weight indices value 

                       Indicators 

   Experts 1x  2x  … mx  

1 11r  12r  … 1mr  

2 21r  22r  … 2mr  

… … … … … 

n 1nr  2nr  … nmr  

1

n

j ij

i

r r


  
1r  2r  … mr  

jw  
1w  2w  …. mw  

 

7.4 The method of determining weight indices and ES estimation based  

on the points attribution method 
 

1. In method of determining weight indices and ES estimation based on the points attribution 

method first experts, depending on the importance indicator, give grades from 0 to 10, whereby it is 

permitted to estimate the indicator importance by fractional values, as well as the various indicators 

can attribute the same points [13,16,20].  

2. It is determined the each indicator weight, calculated by each expert [20]:  

1

ij

ij m

ij
j

h
r

h






,       (13) 

where ijr  – j -th indicator weight, defined by i -th expert, ijh  – i -th expert point, exhibited j -th 

indicator, n – experts quantity, m – indicators quantity.  

3. The final indicators weight indices are determined by the formula [20]:  

1

1 1

n

ij
i

j m n

ij
j i

r

w

r



 





 

.       (14) 

All obtained values are entered to the table (Table 5). 

 

7.5  The method of determining weight indices and ES estimation based  

on the numerical method 
 

The method of weight indices and ES estimation based on numerical method is implemented so. 

1. For each indicator is calculated the relative scatter ratio by the formula [20]: 

max min

max

i i
i

i

x x

x



 ,      (15) 

where maxix , 
minix  - in accordance with the max and min i -th indicator value, m - indicators quanti-

ty.  
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Table 5 – The weight indices value 

      Indicators 

 

Experts 
1x  2x  … mx  

1

m

ij
j

h


  

Indicators weights 
 

1ir  

 

2ir  

 

… 
 

imr  

1 11h  12h  … 1mh  1
1

m

j
j

h


  
11

11

1
1

m

j
j

h
r

h






 12
12

1
1

m

j
j

h
r

h






 
… 

1
1

1
1

m
m m

j
j

h
r

h






 

2 21h  22h  … 2mh  2
1

m

j
j

h


  
21

21

2
1

m

j
j

h
r

h






 22
22

2
1

m

j
j

h
r

h






 
… 

2
2

2
1

m
m m

j
j

h
r

h






 

… … … … … … … … … … 

n 1nh  2nh  … nmh  
1

m

nj
j

h


  
1

1

1

n
n m

nj
j

h
r

h






 2
2

1

n
n m

nj
j

h
r

h






 
… 

1

nm
nm m

nj
j

h
r

h






 

     
1

n

ij

i

r



 

1 1
1

n

i
i

r r


   2 2
1

n

i
i

r r


   … 
1

n

m im
i

r r


   

     jw  
1

1

1

m

j
j

r
w

r






 2
2

1

m

j
j

r
w

r






 
 

1

m
m m

j
j

r
w

r






 

 

2. The indicators value is determined by any of the above methods.  

3. The weight indices get the most important value for those indicators, those relative scatter is 

more significant. All obtained data are entered to the table  (Table 6).  

 

Table 6 – The weight indices value 

                       Indicators 

 Estimation 1x  2x  … mx  

minix  1minx  2minx   
minmx  

maxix  1maxx  2maxx   
maxmx  

i  1  2  …. 
m  

iw  1w  2w  …. 
mw  

 

4. The indicators values are found by any one of the above methods. 

1

i
i m

i
i

w









.      (16) 

 

7.6 The ES mechanisms research results analysis according to the  

conditional integral criteria 
 

The listed above results were obtained by selected ES algorithms estimation methods. The com-

parison of ES algorithms was made based on expert estimates. After that calculations were made by 

aforementioned methods.  

It is believed that the results of ES algorithms estimation by various methods of weight indices 

were obtained almost identical – almost the same ES algorithms order from the best to the worst. 
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Numeric scatter of weight indices values for one algorithm is negligible, only numeric values for 

ES algorithms IBS-1,2 in the analytic hierarchy process based on pairwise comparisons different 

from weight indices values for these ES algorithms by other estimation methods. This is condi-

tioned by more strong influence of subjective expert opinion on estimates result in a certain method. 

Table 7 shows the results of ES algorithms estimation by all estimation methods. Figure 1 shows 

graphically the results of ES algorithms estimation by various methods.  

 

Table 7 – The results of ES algorithms estimation 

Pairwise  

comparisons meth-

od 

Methods of determining weight indices 

using the 

Fishburn scale 

based on the 

ranking method 

based on the 

points attribution 

method 

based on the 

numerical method 

IBS-1 – 0,256 

IBS-2 – 0,256 

EC-KCDSA – 0,144 

EC-GDSA – 0,125 

EC-DSA – 0,099 

EC-SDSA – 0,048 

EC-FSDSA – 0,048 

EC-RDSA – 0,025 

IBS-1 – 0,159 

IBS-2 – 0,159 

EC-DSA – 0,15 

EC-GDSA – 0,147 

EC-KCDSA – 0,142 

EC-FSDSA – 0,118 

EC-SDSA – 0,117 

EC-RDSA – 0,106 

IBS-1 – 0,147 

IBS-2 – 0,147 

EC-KCDSA – 0,143 

EC-GDSA – 0,142 

EC-DSA – 0,139 

EC-FSDSA – 0,115 

EC-SDSA – 0,111 

EC-RDSA – 0,103 

IBS-1 – 0,137 

IBS-2 – 0,137 

EC-RDSA – 0,132 

EC-FSDSA – 0,128 

EC-DSA – 0,127 

EC-SDSA – 0,127 

EC-GDSA – 0,126 

EC-KCDSA – 0,124 

IBS-1 – 0,15 

IBS-2 – 0,15 

EC-DSA – 0,144 

EC-GDSA – 0,141 

EC-KCDSA – 0,138 

EC-FSDSA – 0,126 

EC-SDSA – 0,123 

EC-RDSA – 0,109 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 – The results of ES algorithms estimation by different methods 

 

Table 8 shows the averaged results of ES algorithms estimation by all estimation methods. 

Figure 2 shows graphically the averaged results of ES algorithms estimation by various methods. 
 

Table 8 – The averaged results of ES algorithms estimation 

Algorithm Averaged estimate Algorithm Averaged estimate 

EC-DSA 0,1318 EC-SDSA 0,1052 

EC-KCDSA 0,1382 EC-FSDSA 0,107 

EC-GDSA 0,1362 IBS-1 0,1698 

EC-RDSA 0,095 IBS-2 0,1698 
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Fig. 2 – The averaged results of ES algorithms estimation by different methods 

 

 

8 Features and requirements for cryptographic primitives in post quantum period 
 

8.1 Intruder and threats models in the post quantum period 
 

The analysis are showed, that a quantum computer can be considered as the basic intruder model, 

and methods and algorithms, that implemented on quantum computers – as threats models. 

In our opinion the second problem task is successfully solved. So today there are quantum meth-

ods and developed based on these algorithms that allow to carry out attacks on asymmetric cryp-

tosystem RSA, DSA, ECC and NTRU [24]. These include, first of all, should be referred quantum 

algorithms such as [24]: Grover quantum algorithm; Shor factorization algorithm; Shor algorithm 

for discrete logarithm; Wang algorithms etc.  

Given the haste, with which USA and EU have started to build post quantum computers, and ad-

vances in this direction, it’ll appear immediately in an explicit form after some time. So in the 

"1000-qubits" computer qubits actually are organized in clusters of 8 qubits each. 

 

8.2 Preliminary analysis of asymmetric post quantum crypto transformations 
 

In the Table 9 are shown general characteristics of mathematical apparatus, on which ES mecha-

nisms are based, using which can be developed quantum-protected ES algorithms [3,12,14,23,24].  

Shown in the table 10 ES mechanisms are proposed by ETSI for further study and research as 

possible candidates for quantum-protected ES circuits.  Analysis  of the data, that is given in  the  

Tabl. 9,10, allows to conclude about advantages and disadvantages of some crypto transformations. 
 

Table 9 – Directions of quantum-protected asymmetric algorithms 

Cryptography scheme Signature 
Encryp-

tion 

Key 

size 

Data 

type 
Core Ops. 

Cryptograph-

ic 

Maturity 

Hash-Based Yes No  20 Hash out. Hashing High 

Multivariate 

Quadratic 
Yes No  10k GF(2m) 

Matrix 

LSE 

Low, medium 

schemes 

L-B: NTRU 

General lattice 

Maybe 

Maybe 

Yes 

Yes 

 0.1k 

 100k 

Zq 

GF(2m) 

Matrix 

mult. 

Medium 

Medium 

Code-Based 
Expen-

sive 
Yes  100k GF(2m) 

Matrix 

mult. 

High, with  

prec. to impl. 
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Table 10 – Comparison of key lengths and signatures for quantum-protected ES algorithms 

Type Scheme 
Security 

(Bits) 

Public key 

(Bytes) 

Signature 

(Bytes) 

Lattice 

Lyubashevsky 

NTRU-MLS 

Aguilar et al 

Guneysu te al 

BLISS 

------- 

128 

128 

80 

128 

1 664 

988 

1 082 

1 472 

896 

2 560 

988 

1 894 

1 120 

640 

MQ 

Quartz 

UOV 

Cyclic-UOV 

Rainbow 

Cyclic-Rainbow 

80 

128 

128 

128 

128 

72 237 

413 145 

60 840 

139 363 

48 411 

16 

135 

135 

79 

79 

Code 

Parallel-CFS 

Cayrel et al 

RankSign 

Cyclic-RankSign 

120 

128 

130 

130 

503 316 480 

10 920 

7 200 

3 538 

108 

47 248 

1 080 

1 080 

Hash 

Merkle 

Leighton-Micali 

XMSS 

SPHINCS 

128 

128 

256 

256 

32 

20 

64 

1 056 

1 731 

668 

8 392 

41 000 

Isogeny 
Jao-Soukharev 

Sun-Tian-Wang 

128 

128 

768 

768 

1 280 

16 

 

 

8.3 Substantiation parameters and keys in comparing 
 

The preliminary results of available post quantum algorithms comparison have been obtained 

during the study. Restrictions were used due to lack of complete information. Table 11 presents 

some comparison parameters and properties.  

 

Table 11 – Indexes and properties of post quantum crypto primitives 

Parameters/ 

Algorithms 

Crypto- 

graphy 

stability 

The  

public key 

length 

The 

private key 

length 

The 

signature 

length 

Direct  

conversion 

speed 

Reverse  

conversion 

speed 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. NTRU 128 988 256 988- 0,5 0,02 

2. BLISS 128 896 256 640 0,02 0,02 

3. Quartz 80 72237 3000 16 2 0,05 

4. XMSS 128 1700 280 2083 2 0,2 

5.SPHINCS 128 1056 1088 41000 2 0,2 

6.RankSign 130 7200 21600 1080 0,02 0,02 

7. Jao-Souk 128 768 768 1280* 5 5 

Note: Cryptography strong is given in bits, data size – in bytes, and the transformations speed – as a 

coefficient relative to speed of corresponding RSA algorithm transformation with a key length of 

4096 bits. 
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8.4 Comparative estimation of the using cryptographic algorithms 
 

Table 12 is given the result of determining the weighting indexes according to expert estimates 

for the electronic signature mechanisms for standard automated systems cryptography (number 

from Table 11).  

 

Table 12 – The weights indices of standard signature mechanisms 

Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 0,263 0,181 0,123 0,072 0,181 0,181 

2 0,203 0,281 0,065 0,105 0,143 0,203 

3 0,138 0,232 0,054 0,083 0,138 0,354 

4 0,134 0,229 0,075 0,134 0,075 0,353 

5 0,153 0,089 0,058 0,274 0,153 0,274 

W 0,178 0,202 0,075 0,134 0,138 0,273 

 

The level of estimates consistency is 0,3, which satisfies the requirements. BLISS algorithm has 

a level 0,763, XMSS – 0,237 after conducting estimates.  

In the table 13 is given the result of determining weight indices of encryption mechanisms in 

cloud environment. 
 

Table 13 – The encryption weights indices for cryptography in the cloud 

Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 0,319 0,068 0,068 0,182 0,182 0,182 

2 0,233 0,055 0,082 0,164 0,233 0,233 

3 0,329 0,064 0,107 0,107 0,196 0,196 

4 0,243 0,056 0,084 0,135 0,242 0,242 

5 0,246 0,062 0,062 0,140 0,246 0,246 

W 0,274 0,061 0,081 0,146 0,220 0,220 

 

The level of estimates consistency is 0,3, which satisfies the requirements. NTRU algorithm has 

a level 0,685, Jao-Sukharev – 0,315 after conducting estimates.  

 
9 Conclusions 

 

1. In comparing post quantum algorithms it is proposed to use the system of unconditional and 

conditional partial and integral criteria. To unconditional criteria will refer those criteria, 

which fulfillment is mandatory for cryptographic primitive, that is unconditional. Conditional 

is called criteria, which performance for any ES is carried out by only defined condition. 

2. The researches results are showed, that as the main criterion for integral estimation can be 

recommended to use the integral unconditional criterion, that is derived based on partial un-

conditional criteria. If at least one partial criterion does not meet conditions, then this ES is re-

jected.  

3. To determine the integral conditional criterion regarding ES standard is possible to use several 

methods, such as: analytic hierarchy process based on pairwise comparisons and method of 

determining weight indices.  

4. Conducted analysis and studies allowed to compare the properties of selected estimation 

methods, and to identify the advantages and disadvantages of each method. To obtain the final 
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result by this method, it is necessary to multiply the level 1 priorities vector and acquired val-

ues level 1 matrix, and ranging obtained numerical values from the highest to the lowest.  

5. In post quantum period as the basic model infringer can be considered a quantum computer, 

and as the basic model of threats – methods and algorithms of quantum cryptanalysis.  

6. Table 9 shows general characteristics of mathematical apparatus, on which ES mechanisms 

are based. Tables 12 and 13 are shown the results of weight indices determination according 

to expert estimates for post quantum crypto primitives that are presented in Table 11.  

7. In general, according to the results of the comparative analysis we can conclude, that the best 

choice among all candidates is the choice of algorithms that use lattices. The disadvantage of 

these algorithms is that according to recent studies, these algorithms have reduced complexity 

for quantum attack "meeting in the middle", but this complexity is satisfactory for minimal 

requirements. So these algorithms are the best choice for the transitional period, which will 

give the time with sustainable algorithms to search the further improve decisions of these al-

gorithms, or search of other options.  
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Пропозиції з виконання порівняльного аналізу та прийняття в процесі конкурсу рішень щодо переваг певних асиме-

тричних пост квантових криптографічних примітивів.  

Анотація. У роботі розглянуто пропозиції із виконання порівняльного аналізу криптографічних примітивів та обґрунтуван-

ня, розроблення та експериментальне підтвердження можливостей застосування методичних основ вибору та застосування 

системи безумовних та умовних критеріїв, а також методів та методики порівняльного аналізу та прийняття рішень щодо 

асиметричних пост квантових криптографічних примітивів типу направлений шифр, а також алгоритмів інкапсуляції ключів 

та електронних підписів. Наведено певні критерії та показники, що можуть бути використані при порівняльному аналізі 

властивостей кандидатів у пост квантові криптографічні примітиви. Проведено порівняльний аналіз існуючих перспектив-

них механізмів електронних підписів згідно стандарту ISO/IEC 14888-3:2016 та деяких криптографічних примітивів, що 

вважаються можливими до застосування у пост квантовий період. Наведено результати оцінювання криптографічних при-

мітивів. Зроблено висновки та надано рекомендації із застосування методів оцінки визначених криптографічних примітивів.  
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Предложения по выполнению сравнительного анализа и принятия в процессе конкурса решений относительно пре-

имуществ определенных асимметрических пост квантовых криптографических примитивов.  

Аннотация. В работе рассмотрены предложения по выполнению сравнительного анализа криптографических примитивов и 

обоснование, разработка и экспериментальное подтверждение возможностей применения методических основ выбора и 

применения системы безусловных и условных критериев, а также методов и методики сравнительного анализа и принятия 

решений относительно асимметричных пост квантовых криптографических примитивов типа направленный шифр, а также 

алгоритмов инкапсуляции ключей и электронных подписей. Приведены определенные критерии и показатели, которые мо-

гут быть использованы при сравнительном анализе свойств кандидатов в пост квантовые криптографические примитивы. 

Проведен сравнительный анализ существующих перспективных механизмов электронных подписей согласно стандарту 

ISO/IEC 14888-3: 2016 и некоторых криптографических примитивов, которые считаются возможными к применению в пост 

квантовый период. Приведены результаты оценивания криптографических примитивов. Сделаны выводы и даны рекомен-

дации по применению методов оценки определенных криптографических примитивов.  
 

Ключевые слова: анализ алгоритмов ЭП, весовые коэффициенты, электронная подпись, критерий оценки ЭП, методы 

сравнительного анализа ЭП.  
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